Uncovering the truth
behind Walter Scott’s
killing

An anonymous bystander filmed the confrontation April 4 between Walter L. Scott and North
Charleston Patrolman 1st Class Michael T. Slager that ended in Scott’s fatal shooting.

On the night of April 6, The Post and Courier received a tip that a video had

surfaced that would utterly disprove the official version of how a 50-year-old black man came
to die at the hands of a white North Charleston police officer two days earlier. Over the next
24 hours, our reporters chased down the tip, obtained the video and broke the story online
well ahead of several national media outlets also chasing the story. We tweeted and published
a story on the first reports of the video’s existence and the pending arrest of Officer Michael
Slager. We then followed with social media posts and continuously updated web stories that
captured all avenues of the rapidly developing story, including the first disturbing images
from a damning video that quickly went viral. Our coverage was complete, comprehensive
and accurate.
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That led us to break this news at 4:20 p.m.
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Within 40 minutes, we followed that news with the first reports that Slager would soon
to be out of a job.
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Also around 5 p.m., we were finally able to tweet screenshots from the footage, giving the
public its first look at what happened to Scott.
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Twitter erupted after the tweets, with thousands of people – including national media figures sharing the disturbing images.
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As thousands of people weighed in on social media about the

shooting, we were the first to reach Officer’s Slager attorney, only to learn this baffling news:
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Then, at

5:15 p.m., this bombshell dropped:
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Post and Courier reporters peppered the city’s mayor and police chief with questions at a hastily c
press conference at City Hall. WALTER
OfficialsSCOTT
said they
only seen the video that afternoon. They quickly
SHOOTING
condemned the officer’s actions and announced their support for the murder charge.

Post and Courier reporters peppered the city’s mayor and police
chief with questions at a hastily called press conference at City Hall. Officials said they had only
seen the video that afternoon. They quickly condemned the officer’s actions and announced their support
for the murder charge.

At 6:05 p.m., the video of Scott’s shooting went live on The Post and Courier website. It showed
Scott running for his life through a field as Slager took aim and fired at the retreating man’s back. Eight
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At 6:05 p.m., the video of Scott’s shooting went live on The Post and Courier website. It showed
Scott running for his life through a field as Slager took aim and fired at the retreating man’s back. Eight shots
were fired in 2.7 seconds. By the time the gunfire ceased, Scott was dead. The harrowing video quickly went
viral.
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Minutes later, our reporters were able to confirm that the U.S. Justice Department had opened a
civil rights investigating into the shooting.
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a civil rights investigating into the shooting.
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civil rights investigating into the shooting.
Tens of thousands of people flocked to The Post and Courier’s website as new details and angles
emerged about the shooting, which had now become a national story, leading nightly newscasts across
the country. To help readers find the latest available information, The Post and Courier launched a
homepage takeover, changing the look and feel of its website to focus attention on the story.
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angles emerged about the shooting, which had now become a national story, leading nightly newscasts
across the country. To help readers find the latest available information, The Post and Courier launched a
homepage takeover, changing the look and feel of its website to focus attention on the story.

Post and Courier reporters then scrambled across town to meet with Scott’s family as they prepared to
make their first public remarks about the shooting. After the media cleared out following a press
conference, reporter Melissa Boughton convinced a family representative to help her get an exclusive
sit-down interview with Scott’s brothers, who shared their grief and their hopes that his death would
lead to meaningful change in policing in America.
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family as they prepared to make their first public remarks about the shooting. After the media cleared out
following a press conference, reporter Melissa Boughton convinced a family representative to help her get
an exclusive sit-down interview with Scott’s brothers, who shared their grief and their hopes that his death
would lead to meaningful change in policing in America.
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The following morning, our print edition carried complete coverage of the video’s release,

Slager’s arrest, his history with the department and the looming federal investigation, along with local reaction and national context.
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Reporters then went back at it, covering the protests, rallies and reaction that spilled

forth in the wake of the Slager arrest. Many pointed to alleged mistreatment others had at the hands of
North Charleston police.
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Before the day was out, our reporters published a comprehensive account of North

Charleston’s longtime struggle with race relations as its police tried to find the delicate balance between
preserving public safety and respecting civil liberties. The piece would set the stage for much of the discussion that followed, with its themes replicated in several national publications.
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